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Preamble
Congratulations for taking that HUGE STEP towards taking your business to greater
heights in 2020 and beyond!
If you are reading this, it simply means one thing.
You were among the 100 people who successfully got in and downloaded this amazing ebook out of my over 10000 email subscribers.
And you succeeded because...
You took action FAST.
And I hope you will continue in that manner because that is the ONLY WAY to finally
achieve your dreams of financial freedom this year.
A Little Info About Myself
Before continuing, let me share with you a little background information about myself.
As you may already know, my name is Kome Itoje. But you
may not know that I came from a very poor background.
Though we couldn‟t afford a lot of things, I can say that we
were not the poorest in the land because there were so many
parents at that time who couldn‟t afford to send their
children to school.
However, my parents were not in that category.
And as I began my primary education, I had no problem
going to school because it was about 5 minutes trekking
distance from our residence.
That was not the case, however, when I finished primary
school and moved on to secondary school.
If you are very familiar with Benin City, you will know that Asoro Grammar School is at
the end of Ekenwan road close to the village. You will also know that the school is about
1½ hours long from Iyeoba Street off Textile Mill Road where we resided in Benin City.
That is the distance I had to trek to get to school and return home - EVERY DAY.
Why?
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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To be completely honest with you, provision was made for my transport money at the
initial time when I resumed school. But, rather than spend the money, I would resort to
trekking and keep the money as savings (smart move). Thus, I learned how to save
money at a very young age of 11. Wonderful!
But, like every secret a person keeps that is eventually discovered, my father eventually
found out that I did not spend the transport money he gave me and he was very happy.
So, he simply stopped giving me money again.
Not deterred by this, I simply continued trekking to and fro school without any qualms
whatsoever.
But, after the first few months of going to the school, I became so used to the footpaths
that I eventually discovered a shortcut to school which reduced the journey BY HALF.
So, instead of journeying to and fro school for 3 hours every day, I reduced it to 1½
hours.
Talk about ingenuity and smartness!
Eventually, I finished school and went to seek greener pastures in Lagos. But it got me
nowhere.
So, I returned to base to continue my higher education in the east.
By then my father, through the support of his hardworking and cooperative wife, had
completed their house and moved in to the consternation of one of my uncles who
screamed: “David? Move into his own house? How? Who dash monkey banana?”
Be very careful of envious uncles like this one. They are in every family and may also be
in yours.
But that was decades ago. Now my father has also completed his house in the village
through the support of his children, I wonder what uncle “who dash monkey banana”
would have to say about it.
We would have even gotten him a car, but being the kind of person he is, my father
firmly resisted the offer.
You can see from the narration that though my parents were born poor and my siblings
and I were also born poor, you cannot say we are poor any more.
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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That is the first lesson you need to learn: even if you were born poor, be firmly
resolved not to die poor but leave a solid legacy for your future generation.
Now, come to think of it?
Did my difficult childhood experience kill me?
No.
Did it make me resentful at not being able to get some of the things that my peers could
get easily because they had rich parents?
Of course not!
It only made me stronger and it taught me great lessons too - tenacity,
determination, and smart, not hard, work. It also taught me that you increase the money
you have with you by saving it and not spending it.
And when I eventually ventured online, I transferred those skills I learned during my
childhood years into my online business.
Right now, I have 5 online businesses that are giving me multiple streams of income
every month. These multiple streams of income have reduced my monthly salary from
my civil service job into a hopeless underfed dwarf.
My various online
businesses:
1. Network Marketing
2. Information Marketing
3. Affiliate Marketing
4. Freelance Marketing
5. Online Importation

My Civil Service Job

Just imagine! A professional accountant on a salary of less than N100k per month!
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At N400 to the dollar, that‟s an income of less than 250 dollars in a month.
What a huge joke indeed!
How does one survive with that kind of money in our present-day Nigeria?
Honestly, how my colleagues with wives and children and without any other source of
income manage to pull it off beats my imagination.
To make matters worse, you are not even guaranteed of your gratuity and pension after
you retire from service.
You may find it difficult to believe, but some retirees who retired from the service in
some states in Nigeria are yet to get their retirement benefits since 2014. Is that not
simply outrageous?
As if that is not bad enough, so many people have lost their jobs worldwide due to the
fallout of the coronavirus pandemic. Just a few weeks ago, Access Bank closed 340 of its
branches and sacked thousands of its workers nationwide.
I find that shocking and disgusting to say the least.
Please tell me: How are those people with wives and children and without any other
source of income going to survive?
Do you now see why it is very DANGEROUS to depend on JUST ONE income source
alone?
If anything should happen to that income source, kpere... You will be in a very hot soup!
So, do you have a PLAN B in place yet to ensure your survival through this global
coronavirus pandemic and resultant lockdown of economic activities nationwide?
If you do, that is great; but if you don‟t, no problem. This guide will point you in the right
direction. As a matter of fact, it will show you where the REAL MONEY is and how to
get it. But be prepared to leave your comfort zone because that is where you have been all
these years and it didn‟t get you anywhere.
Therefore, do not just close this book after you have finished reading it and forget all
about what you have read. You need to TAKE ACTION RIGHT AWAY if you desire to
witness a remarkable transformation in your finances in 2020 and beyond. Take note that
it is only a mad man who will continue to do the same thing in exactly the same manner
over and over again and expect a different result or outcome. And I know that you are not
mad.
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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Where the REAL MONEY is…
Warren Buffet, the 4th richest man in the world and the majority shareholder of Berkshire
Hathaway, a half-trillion-dollar company, once said:

“Never depend on a single income. Make an
investment to create a second source of income.”
No wonder investopedia.com regards Warren as the
“Best Investor of the 20th Century”.
This is similar to what Reno Omokri, an author, lawyer
and pastor of Mind of Christ Christian Center in
Carlifonia and Abuja, said as follows:

“When you stop working, salary stops coming.
Even when you stop investing, profit and dividends from old investments still
keep coming. Only a fool relies on a job, even if it is highly paid. You need
money that works for you when you stop working.”

This leads us to the following question:
Of all the business opportunities that are available worldwide, which investment
opportunity can be recommended as the fastest means of attaining financial freedom
within the shortest time possible?
Let us allow Bill Gates, the 2nd richest man in the world and co-founder of Microsoft
Corporation, answer that question for us:

“If I would be given a chance to start all over again, I would choose network
marketing.”
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“If I would be given a
chance to start all
over again, I would
choose network
marketing.”

Similarly, television talk show host, David Letterman asked Donald Trump, billionaire
business mogul and president of the United States of America, the following question:
“What would you do if you lost everything and had to start over from scratch?”
Without hesitation, Donald Trump replied: “I would find a good network marketing
company and get to work”.

The billionaires have spoken. The real money is in network marketing business.
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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Why Network Marketing?
You may still not be satisfied that network marketing is worth giving a try. Therefore, I
am going to give you just 2 reasons why network marketing is the real deal and it is a
business that you must start TODAY without any delay.
Reason #1: Leverage
Reason #2: Residual Income
Now let me explain those 2 reasons in detail.
Reason #1: Leverage
The greatest reason why I choose network marketing is the fact that it gives you the
opportunity to leverage on the resources of other people thereby tapping into their time,
energy and efforts to build a large team of network marketers and make more money.
Let me break it down for you so that you will understand what I am talking about here.
Assuming you set up a provisions store and opens for business between the hours of 8am
and 6pm. That is 10 hours daily. But if you now open 10 additional shops at different
locations and place 10 people to manage those shops, your time would have increased to
100 hours daily. And if on average you made N3,000 from each of those stores, your
daily income will become N33,000, instead of N3,000 from your own efforts alone.
Even if you share 30% profit with the 10 managers, you will still be left with N23,100.
So, which is better?
Option 1: Earn N3,000 daily from your own efforts alone.
OR
Option 2: Earn N26,100 daily from the combined
efforts of everyone in your team.
I believe option 2 is the better of the two options.
Or, what do you think?
John D. Rockefeller agrees with me when he said:

“I would rather earn 1% off a 100 people’s
efforts than earn 100% of my own efforts.”
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Meaning of residual Income
When I see people who seek to make money go after crumbs, I am amazed beyond
words. The other day, one of my neighbours sent me a video on Whastapp. The video
was advertising an MLM network marketing platform known as Sekodi, a solar power
service provider.
Just imagine that!
How many people do you think will want to buy it?
And even if some people decide to buy their solar power the first time, will they buy
again?
Of course not!
So, this should guide your decision when looking for a business that you want to invest
in.
You should ask yourself: "Will I be able to generate RESIDUAL INCOME from this
business?"
What is residual income?
It is income that you make on "autopilot" or “income that you make in your sleep”. You
do the work JUST ONCE and you keep earning from the business for life.
However, that is the deficiency with many of these products that people import into the
country.
No residual capacity.
For instance, I bought my Samsung flat screen TV set far back 2012 and I have not
bought another television set ever since. Why? It was simply because there was no need
to.
And since I didn‟t go back to where I bought that original television set to buy another
one, will the dealer make any more money from me? Most certainly not.
It is due to this reason (residual capacity) that the crooked importers usually tell the
manufacturers of virtually every product they import into the country to produce substandard products so that the buying public can keep buying new ones every few months'
time when the sub-standard ones they previously bought go bad.
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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But, that‟s not where the money is.
In a few minutes from now, I am going to show you where the real money is. It is a
business that is right before everyone's nose but the majority, at least 97% of people, are
BLIND to it. That is why only about 3% of people make all the money from the
business.
Will you be among the 3% who take advantage of this business opportunity?
Almost all those who I have shared this business opportunity with in my special Pet
Project 5000 Launch on Whatsapp have been completely blown away by the business
and only have wonderful things to say about it.
One of the attendees by name David Obovwemu exclaimed: “My question is why did I
not know about Longrich since? Thanks very much. See @ the top”.
Another attendee by name Wada said: “I Wada will be advertising it all over in Kano
state”.
Take a look at some of their comments below.

I am positive that you too will be completely blown away by this awesome business
opportunity.
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Mrs Titilope Ejimagwa’s Story
Mrs. Titilope Ejimagwa is the first 5 Star Director (FSD) with Longrich, number 1 in
Africa and number 4 in the world.
Back in 2012, Mrs. Titilope Ejimagwa discovered
the business opportunity with residual capacity
which I am talking about and plugged into it
without delay.
Now she is earning over N60m EVERY WEEK.
Multiply that amount by 52, it translates to
N3,120,000,000.
That is N3.1b income in JUST ONE YEAR.
After just 8 years of starting this business. Take
note, 8 SHORT YEARS.
With that kind of money, it is not surprising that
the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission
(EFCC) officials would become suspicious of Mrs Ejimagwa‟s source of wealth.
They promptly invited her to their office for questioning. But, do you know what
happened later? Those EFCC officials eventually became partners of this Global Brand.
Just imagine that! Hahaha! Who nor like money?

A YES to this business opportunity back in 2012 has transformed her life and that of her
generation completely in 8 SHORT YEARS forever. If Mrs. Titilope Ejimagwa can do it,
anyone can. YOU TOO CAN.
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Udeme Etibensi’s Story
Another visionary woman by name Udeme Etibensi, a former poorly-paid school teacher
on a monthly salary of N25k, stumbled on this business
opportunity in 2013.
She did not doubt.
She did not procrastinate.
She did not give any excuse.
She did not want to wait to save up the money to join the
business.
She knew it was a wonderful opportunity too good to miss.
And mind you, she was on a salary of N25k per month.
But due to her burning passion and desire to turn her
financial situation around, she borrowed N32k from a friend of hers to join the business.
That is how the billionaires of the world behave.
And that is why less than 1% of the world's population are
billionaires in the American dollars.
Like I said earlier, Udeme borrowed N32k and joined the
business without delay.
7 years later in 2020, she is earning N20m EVERY
WEEK. That is mind-blowing.
Multiply
that
amount
to N1,040,000,000

by

52,

it

translates

That is N1.04b income in JUST ONE YEAR!
After just 7 years of starting the business. 7 SHORT YEARS.
Think about that.
Grandma Ekoriko’s Story
The next story will certainly blow you way. Believe me.
Let me allow grandma Ekoriko‟s daughter, Star Director (SD) 4 Udeme Etibensi, tell the story.
12
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“She got only a big wall clock as retirement gift after 35 years of active service and, 5 years in
Longrich, she became a Multi-Millionaire.
CONGRATULATIONS Mummy Catherine Ekoriko on
your new #30Million_Naira_CAR Fund!
Celebrating The 1st WORLD CHANGER.
My retired by not tired mother and my boys‟
grandmother...
The first person who said YES to join my business.
I started making plans with LONGRICH to cash out the
just concluded 2019 car promo funds for my family.
We all had the 10million naira car fund and I was fine!
Mom said “Udeme I worked so hard I was expecting more
than 10million naira car fund. I think you should ask
Longrich to check for 30 million naira THAT‟S MY LEVEL
NOW!”
Yes, that was so hilarious, I laughed it away & told my mom
„Mma pls calm down‟ but on a second thought I called the
Head Office yesterday and I have learnt never to argue with
Mma Ekoriko in this life.
Ladies and Gentlemen presenting the latest 30 MILLION
NAIRA Car Qualifier.
Latest Diamond 4 with LONGRICH
Malaysia Trip Qualifier (Double slot)
Greece Trip Qualifier (Double slot)
China Trip Qualifier (Triple slot - 2)
Please do the maths and tell me if this lock down has anything on my Momma.

Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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Huge Congratulations Pastor Catherine Ekoriko
This is the least feat we‟d be celebrating this year.
WAIT! That is not the end of the story...
...her journey with Longrich started this way.
August 2013 she warned me sternly,

“Udeme this my pension is all I have, I am a widow and you know how it is. I
don’t want to hear stories that touch-o. I’m only doing this to help you feed
those boys. When I started network marketing you were not born. These
things are pyramid and Ponzi schemes. THEY DON’T WORK!”
I told my mom, who was the 1st person to sign up on the World Changers Team...
Relax mom let‟s go on a 5 year entrepreneurial journey...
At the end of the 5th year.
Wealth and Riches shall be our permanent address! And it came to pass.
September 2014

she made her first trip to America visiting 5 states in the USA allexpense paid by Longrich.

May 2015

she was awarded her 1st brand new Hyundai Car.

January 2016-2017

started making steady 6 figures weekly and invested in real estate.

January 2018

became a 1Star Director, got awarded in South Africa.

June 2018

she got a scholarship to send her last Son to China for a degree
program in Soochow University.

2019

Visited China few months ago.
Upgraded to weekly 7 figures straight.
got qualified for 30M Car award.
Malaysia Trip Qualifier (Double slot)
Greece Trip Qualifier (Double slot)
China Trip Qualifier (Triple slot)
Latest Diamond 4 with LONGRICH GB

All of these with a pension of N68,000 in 2013!
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35 years of active civil service with the judiciary gave her a huge retirement wall clock (If you
laugh you will show me what your parents got too).
But in 6 years of capacity building...
Just look at the milestone!
Folks who know her would tell you how passionate she is about her Longrich business.
She deals only VIPs. She has an anointing for it.
Look at our God...
She now sits on the board of a 34 year old manufacturing multinational company.
Living her dreams and serving God unapologetically!

This business is the surest way to receive generational blessings
through CONSTANT prayers from your parents especially every
Green Thursday when they get an alert by Longrich.
It‟s not late to invest for your parents. It stimulates longevity for them, trust me.
Longrich business is for family for life.
God punish poverty!!!
I celebrate and honor you my 2SD Pastor Catherine Ekoriko.
If Grandma Can, you too CAN!”

Little Favour Etibensi’s Story
It is not only the adults that are making it in this business. The children are equally not
left out. The next story is about Udeme‟s son, Favour Etibensi.
Let me allow the mother tell the story.
Hear Star Director (SD) 4 Udeme:
“He is The Favored One
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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He was only 6 months old when I started building a future for him in the Longrich
business (May, 2013).
He was the 3rd World Changer, after his
elder brother & grandma.
It wasn‟t a walk in the park as he was on
exclusive breastfeeding with no maid, when
I settled in to run the Longrich business
August that year, this boy suffered.
He was always moving with me for every
presentation from Uyo to Bayelsa in public
transport, keke, etc #poorchild.
This year as a birthday gift to me in the
month of March, ABBA came through.
He became the 1st kid Star Director in the Niger Delta region of Nigeria.
I would do this all over again because it‟s been worth every second of the journey.
Giving my kids a fairytale lifestyle, great education & all-expense paid trips to various
countries of the world had always been my desire.
#ivyleagueuniversityloadingbyGodsgrace
My young Star Director 1 has „raised‟ other Star Director leads like...
SD1 Emem Ukpong
SD2 Azuka Azinge (former CAC Registrar - Abuja)
SD1 Ann Osene Williams
NOTE - One look at a caterpillar does not tell you it is going to transform into a
butterfly...
But with time & DELIBERATE actions we can all emerge by creating an unbelievable
future and feature in it with our families & loved ones!
This team LEAPED duplicating leads in the USA and United Kingdom this year!”
Just imagine for a second that 7 years old Favour Etibensi is your son, how would you
feel to see him achieve such enviable feats even before completing primary education?
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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Charles Tambou’s Story
Charles Tambou, a former poorly-paid civil servant on a salary of less than N50k per
month also stumbled on this business opportunity at about the same time that Udeme
Etibensi was presented with it back in 2013 but he ignored it.
He felt it was just like one of those fly-by-night business opportunities that is here today
and gone tomorrow.
So, he ignored it and kept chasing after every shiny object (SOS) out there. This
eventually led him to gather all the money he could find and plunge over N15m into
Triple M in 2016.
What happened thereafter?
Your guess is as good as mine.
Charles lost all those money to Triple M - most of which were not his. Below is one of
such Ponzi schemes he ventured in back then.

As if like a prodigal son who was running away from his calling, the business was
introduced to him again early in 2018 and he met the No. 2 woman of this business
in Africa at a seminar.
At the end of the seminar, he met the woman and asked her: "How long did it take you to
achieve all these?"
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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The woman told him: "5 years".
That discouraged him once again because the financial mess he was in at that time
could not wait for 5 years for them to be resolved.
He had lost everything. His children were out of school and feeding was a huge
problem for him.
So, he ignored it a second time and forgot all about it.
But the turning point came when he had an accident on 1st of July 2018 and his car
was damaged beyond repair.

He sustained some injuries and had to put on a neck collar which his doctor told him that
he would wear for one whole year.
During his moment of frustration and depression, the woman who first told him about
this business 4 to 5 years back came once again and approached him.
She gave Charles 2 of the company‟s products to use – Arthro SupReviver and Calcium.
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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He took the products and used them religiously for almost 8 weeks.
Lo and behold, he began to feel relief from the pains and was able to remove the neck
collar in less than 3 months after the accident contrary to the prediction of his doctor that
he would wear the neck collar for one year.
And that convinced Charles beyond all
reasonable doubts that this business was for real.
He then had a discussion with his wife and they
decided to go into this business.
Eventually he reached out to one of my Longrich
partners via a whatsapp message the summer of
2018 while her family holidayed in
Johannesburg, South Africa.
She says: “I still vividly recall his exact words
'Hello madam. My name is Charles Tambou.
Lolo Nneka Enwelu gave me your number. I
want to do Longrich'. He was straight and
direct!”
Charles had been in the Network Marketing
industry for over a decade with no much tangible
results to show for it.
But when he wanted to venture into Longrich,
his previous business partners discouraged him from joining Longrich. He however
persisted, did some research online and decided it was the business for him.
And that marked the turning point in Charles Tambou‟s life.
Surprisingly, in a few weeks‟ time after joining the business, things started taking a turn
for the better. Cash started flowing in from left, right and center and he was able to take
his children back to school.
But that was just the Genesis.
Long story short, he achieved instant success and attained the prestigious Diamond 7 rank
for himself and produced two (2) N6Million and N3.5Million car qualifiers in his team in
JUST SEVEN SHORT MONTHS of joining Longrich.
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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He subsequently qualified for N6Million car fund and an all-expense paid trip to
KENYA, TANZANIA, and DUBAI. He has also qualified for an-all expense paid trip to
CHINA and MALAYSIA 2019.
But it keeps getting better.
Now in May 2020, Charles Tambou has attained the rank
of Star Director (SD) 2 and has made over N70m from the
business. And that does not include the money his wife and
3 children are making from the business.
Now Charles Tambou earns N3.4m EVERY WEEK from
this business. See one of the recent alarm payment to
Charles Tambou on 20th February, 2020.
Multiply that amount by 52, that translates to
N176,800,000
That is over N176m income in JUST ONE YEAR!
After just 2 years of starting the business. 2 SHORT YEARS.
And all he had to do just 2 years ago was change his brand, recommend Longrich
products to everyone, get his family and friends to do the same and...
BOOM!
A bank alarm of N3.4m into his bank account in ONE WEEK.
Just like that.
Thus, Charles Tambou’s estimated total income for 2020 = N176.8m
That money is enough to pay the salary of over 700 directors on grade level 17 in the
civil service for one whole month.
Imagine that!
Please hold up your calculator once again.
Now, multiply N176.8m by 50 years.
Did you arrive at N8,840,000,000?
That is N8.8b!
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Here is what Charles Tambou has to say about this awesome business opportunity:

"How would you imagine someone who was dead
broke, unable to pay his Children school fees, in
debt of over N15m and had a quit notice from his
landlord now earning this kind of income! This is to
tell you that this business is a life changer!!!”
Countless of testimonials abound on the internet regarding this awesome business
opportunity I am about to share with you.
If you think I am making up all these stories, please feel free to visit Google and
YouTube and type "longrich testimonial" in the search area and see what you will come
up with.
So, what sort of business could this be that is making all these people millionaires within
a very short time?
Now, let me ask you the following question so that this business opportunity can really
sink into your medulla oblongata:

If you have just 1,000 people in your team who are buying
toothpaste, bathing soap, body cream, roll-on, mouth
freshener, sanitary pad and other daily consumables every
month, how much do you think you would be making?
Before you answer that question, I want you to bring out your calculator and let‟s do
some arithmetic.
Let us assume that the 1,000 people under you are spending an average of N10,000 every
month to purchase daily consumables every month.
Now multiply 1,000 by N10,000, what do you have?
Did you get N10,000,000?
Yes, that‟s right.
So, now multiply N10m by 8%.
That should give you N800,000.
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N800k every month!
That is just Performance Bonus.
That does not include Leadership Bonus, Development Bonus, Retail/Repeat Bonus, VIP
Incentive, Worldwide Incentive, Star Director‟s Incentive, among others.
If you add those other bonuses that you will eventually be earning as your team grows
bigger, you would be earning at the over one million naira (N1m) every month.
Now, multiply N1m X 12 month X 50 years
Did you arrive at N2,210,000,000?
That is N600m!
Now, which is better to do?
Option One: Continue to use your current brand of toothpaste, bathing soap, body
cream and other daily consumables and spend over N2m to N5m for another 50
years without a single kobo as appreciation from the companies that manufacture
these products.
OR
Option Two: Switch your brand of daily consumables to that of an international
company that is presently in 190 countries of the world and earn over N600m within
the same period of 50 years.
Option 2 is obviously the better option. David Obovwemu thought so too.

What about you? What do you think?
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About Longrich Bioscience International
Longrich Bioscience International is a 34 years old manufacturing company with
presence in 190 countries of the world. Beside the traditional sales and direct sales
marketing approach, Longrich also have proven experience in OEM (Original Equipment
Manufacturing) and ODM (Original Design manufacturing).

Longrich Bioscience International

Presently, Longrich has 8 world-class laboratories, research and development centers and
factories located in USA, Japan, France, China and other countries. The 9th world-class
4.0 Research and Development (R & D) manufacturing factory located at Ibeju-Lekki
Free Trade Zone, Lagos is 96% ready. The facility which spans a 40,000 square meters of
land is estimated to cost Longrich $100m.
When operational, the 9th Longrich R & D manufacturing factory in Nigeria will serve
the whole of Africa and even beyond. Some of the benefits of locating this factory in
Nigeria are as follows:
o Longrich Nigeria will start exporting their natural and organic products to other
African countries once it becomes operational.
o It will increase the GDP of Nigeria and have a positive impact on the economy of
Africa as a whole.
o The Longrich research facility will create employment for 500 to 1,000 Nigerians
when it becomes operational.
o Longrich also plans to build a city in the Free Trade Zone in Lagos that will be

called “The Longrich Beautiful Town” and all Star Directors of Longrich in
Nigeria will each have a house at the place.
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Take a look at some pictures of this ultra-modern research and development facility of
Longrich Bioscience International below.
99% Ready – Longrich’s 40,000 Square Meters Research Institute Factory
Located at Ibeju Lekki, Lagos State, Nigeria

Longrich Bioscience International R & D Center (Aerial View)

Longrich Bioscience International R & D Center (Front & Internal View)

Longrich is certified with ISO 9001 (International Quality System) and ISO 14001
(International Environmental Protection System).
Longrich is advancing the values of Chinese traditional culture of excellent health care
and beauty by creating a harmonious happy and healthy lifestyle and providing a
lucrative incentive brand programme as well as a well-organized training system.
Longrich is also aggressively recruiting top talents from all over the world to ensure her
vision of becoming one of the leading companies in the global industry of beauty &
health care is effectively achieved.
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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Take a look at Longrich major OEM Clients & Partners:

One of the ambitious goals of Longrich as revealed by Longrich chairman is to see that
Longrich provide each of us not only with the chance to live in a harmonious and healthy
environment but also to build a successful business too.
Longrich Products
Longrich Bioscience International produce daily consumables like bathing soap, roll-on,
mouth freshener, body cream, hand cream, sanitary napkins and so many others.

They also produce health and nutritional supplements for many common ailments and
diseases like stroke, hypertension, diabetes, pile, ulcer, arthritis, rheumatism, fibroid,
premature ejaculation, infertility, infection and so many others.
As a matter of fact, Longrich Bioscience International has more than 2,000 top quality
products which solve people's problems ranging from Personal Care series, Skin Care
series, Health food series, Health Instrument series, Women care series, Incense
care series to Wine series.
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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Go for Residual Income!
Has the nickel dropped yet?
Have you now seen where the money is?
If not, let me break it down for you so that you will really get it.
YOU use toothpaste and bathing soap EVERY DAY. Millions of other people do too.
YOU use body cream and roll-on EVERY DAY. Millions of other people do too.
YOU use mouth freshener EVERY DAY. Millions of other people do too.
As a woman, YOU use sanitary pads EVERY MONTH. Millions of other women do too.
The above products have residual income attached to them and that is where the real
money is. People buy them EVERY MONTH. That is why this business is a goldmine!
Now, here is a question for you:

How much has the company that manufactures your brand of
toothpaste, bathing soap, body cream, roll-on, mouth
freshener, sanitary napkins and other daily consumables pay
you for loyally using their brand all these years?
Did they even send you a simple message of appreciation on your phone for using their
brand of daily consumables all these years?
Do they even know you by name or acknowledge the fact that you exist?
Yet, you will continue spending your hard-earned money on the same brand of
toothpaste, bathing soap, body cream and other daily consumables for another 50 to 70
years without a single word of appreciation from the various companies that manufacture
the products.
Would you not rather switch your brand to that of an international company that
would reward your loyalty and patronage of their products by paying you good
amount of money EVERY WEEK FOR LIFE?
That is the wisest and smartest thing to do!
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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So many smart and wise Nigerians have followed the lead of Mrs. Titilope Ejmagwa, the first
Five Star Director (FSD) of Longrich in Nigeria, by switching their brands and are now earning
mind-blowing residual income every week. Take a look at the Longrich Star Directors Hall of
Fame below for Global Entrepreneurs to understand what I am talking about.

Udeme
Etibensi,
ex-school
teacher on
salary of
N25k per
month,
now
earning
N20m a
WEEK

Charles
Tambou,
former
broke
poorly
paid civil
servant
now
earning
N3.4m
EVERY
WEEK

Did you notice little Favour Etibensi on the list (number 4 on the 3rd row)? Where else in the
world do boys of 7 years of age become Star Directors of an international company with
presence in 190 countries of the world? It can only happen in Longrich Bioscience International.
Let me also inform you that you do not need a trailer load of money to make it in Longrich
Bioscience International. For instance, Udeme Etibensi borrowed JUST N32k to get on board,
while Charles Tambou was heavily indebted when he joined Longrich and did not even have
money to join. So, how could someone who did not have money to join Longrich have money to
spend on purchasing products to make it in Longrich within such a short time?
Therefore, if people like Udeme Etibensi and Charles Tambou can make it in Longrich, so also
can you.
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Once again, Longrich Bioscience International says:

“Switch your brand to our brand of daily
consumables such as toothpaste, bathing soap, body
cream, roll-on, mouth freshener and so many others
and get paid EVERY WEEK FOR LIFE!”
Is that such a difficult thing to do?
You already spend this money every month and will continue to spend it every month for
life, whether you like it or not. So, why not make the money work for you by spending it
on a brand that will pay you every time you make a purchase?
All you need to do to start earning RESIDUAL INCOME on these products EVERY
WEEK is simple: Change your brand and get your friends and family to do the same too.
STOP sweeping your money into the TRASH CAN! Switch your brand TODAY!

Warren Buffet, the 4th richest man in the world according to Forbes, once said: “If you
don’t find a way to make money while you sleep, you will work until you die. ”
Therefore, do you want to:
Option 1: Work till you die.
OR
Option 2: Make money while you sleep.
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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I believe option 2 is the better of the two options. Or, what do you think?

Therefore, if you really want to make money while you sleep, then you should do
precisely what Titilope Ejimagwa, Udeme Etibensi, grandma Catherine Ekoriko and
Charles Tambou did a few years ago. Plug into this awesome business opportunity
without delay and start laying a solid foundation to earn residual income FOR LIFE.
How to Get Real Money
From the foregoing, it is crystal clear that the Longrich network marketing business
opportunity is where the real money is because they have top quality products with
residual capacity.
Longrich says:

"Use OUR highly EFFECTIVE world-class NAFDACapproved top quality products and Get JUST 3 Persons
into your team to DUPLICATE what you have done
and we will pay you FOR LIFE."
That simply means 2 things.
I. Join Longrich and switch your brand.
If you have been using other brands of toothpaste, bathing soap, body cream and other
daily consumables every month, you need to turn that expenses into an investment by
using the much-safer and healthier Longrich products.
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Now here is what will happen if you start using Longrich products religiously every
month.
Let‟s say the first month you join Longrich, you buy daily consumables worth N10,000.
Depending on your product selection, this may give you about 20pv. When you exhaust
those products and buy another one of N10,000, assuming they are the same set of
products, it will give you another 20pv, making a total personal pv of 40.
But spending that amount should not be a problem because you already purchase other
brands of daily consumables every month. Hence, by switching to Longrich‟s natural,
organic and healthier brand you turn your expenses into a monthly investment.
And that is how your points in your Longrich account will keep growing and you will be
moving from one entry level to another. As you do that, you will start earning the
equivalent percentage bonus of your team activities according to your entry level. See the
entry levels and their percentages below.
Entry Level
Q-Silver
Silver
Gold
Platinum
VIP

Point Values
60pv
120pv
240pv
720pv
1680pv

Performance Bonus
8%
8%
10%
12%
12% + 1% Global Sales Share

In other words, by the time your personal purchases of Longrich products with your
membership ID or code grows up to 1680pv, you automatically become a VIP member of
this Global Brand and begin partaking in international sales conducted at all Longrich‟s
sales points in 190 countries of the world.
Once you achieve that level, you become a shareholder of this Global Brand and you
open a door to unlimited wealth for yourself and your future generation unborn!
That is one way Longrich members like Titilope Ejimagwa, Udeme Etibensi and Charles
Tambou, are able to make millions of naira from the platform every week on this
platform. They are VIP members and also Star Directors with Longrich Bioscience
International.
2. Get 3 persons to duplicate what you have done.
Switching your brand alone is not enough to make you a millionaire with Longrich. You
need to get 3 persons on board your team to duplicate exactly what you have done and, as
they get other people on board, so also your earnings will continue to grow and multiply
over time.
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In essence, you only need to talk to 3 people to join your team and impress upon them the
need to do the same too.
JUST 3 or “tiri” - as some good folks in certain dialect in Nigeria would call it - is all you
need to set the ball rolling in your network marketing business.
And that initial 3 persons can easily become 3000 people within a few years‟ time.
Honestly, it is like lighting a little spark of fire that eventually burns down a whole forest.
Make no mistake about it. Duplication is the secret to rapid and faster growth with the
Longrich network marketing business. Take a look at the table below to understand what
I mean.
Titilope Ejimagwa
Residual Income
Rank: 5 Star Director (8 years)
N60m IN 7 DAYS
N3.1bn IN ONE YEAR

OVER 500,000 TEAM MEMBERS
Udeme Etibensi

Residual Income
Rank: 4 Star Director (7 years)
N20m IN 7 DAYS
N1.04bn IN ONE YEAR
OVER 200,000 TEAM MEMBERS
Charles Tambou
Residual Income
Rank: 2 Star Director (2 years)
N3.4m IN 7 DAYS
N176.8m IN ONE YEAR
OVER 20,000 TEAM MEMBERS
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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Do you see the connection between the team members of those amazing network
marketing leaders and the amount of money they are making every week with Longrich?
The Challenge for Many People
Getting the first 3 persons which will become the foundation to a big team is a HUGE
CHALLENGE for many people. They develop cold feet and shudder at the mere thought
of talking to other people to join their team. They not only lack confidence in the
business, they are also scared silly of being rejected by those possible prospects.
Due to this inferiority complex, many persons shy away from network marketing or any
other referral-based marketing altogether irrespective of the mountain of testimonies
which you present to them.
That is why I have decided to help.
Now, here is the deal.

If you join my Longrich Global Achievers
Team (GAT) right away, I will help YOU
get the real money as quickly as possible.
What You Will Get As A Member Of My Team
Here is what you will get if you join my Longrich Global Achievers team:
1. RAPID DUPLICATION
From the foregoing, the secret to rapid and faster growth with Longrich network
marketing is RAPID DUPLICATION.
And I am prepared and committed to help you DUPLICATE a buzzing team of network
marketers as quickly as possible.
So, if it is a huge challenge for you to recruit prospects for one reason or the other, you
should join my team right away!
I will help you bring the 3 people you need for you.
As a matter of fact, I will do more than that.
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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With my "Pet Project 5000 Rapid Prospects Duplication & Mentorship Special
Intervention Program", I will help you get, NOT JUST 3, but 5000 people under you who
will be buying these products every month in your team, thereby providing you with
RESIDUAL INCOME without any stress EVERY WEEK for life.
See how your team will look like below.
YOU
Residual Income

Put Your
Picture
HERE

JUST IMAGINE HOW MUCH YOU
WILL BE EARNING EVERY WEEK

OVER 5,000 TEAM MEMBERS
Once I am able to help you achieve 5000 members in your team, I would have succeeded
in giving you a blank cheque and you can enter any figure at all that you want in it and
take it to the bank!
When that happens, you would have succeeded in eliminating all your money worries and
achieve your dream of financial freedom at last. And...
BOOM!

Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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What would then stop you from popping champagne every single day of the week all
through your life?
Moet, Juglar Cuvee, Dom Perignon, Veuve Clicquot, Krug, Louis Roederer, Cristal Brut,
Millennium Cuvee Methuselah, just name it – you will be able to easily afford the most
expensive champagnes in the world. No lie!
And travel to exotic places around the world with ease and do whatever you please with
the love of your life!

Relaxing on the Beach!

Travel Round the World!
Without a doubt, my "Pet Project 5000 Rapid Prospects Duplication & Mentorship
Special Intervention Program" is the laziest man‟s approach to recruiting downlines and
prospects on autopilot with ease.
Now I know what you are thinking.
“What is this guy talking about? Even if it takes him up to 10 years to do it, how exactly
is he going to generate 5000 people that he will put in my team? Is he a magician?”

I may not be a magician who does a trick with my wand to pull a rabbit out of my hat, but
I have been in this business long enough to know what works and what doesn‟t.
And that is why I want you to do something for me.
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Assignment: Do Simple Keyword Research on Google
Step One: Go to Google and type the following search terms:
how do i register with longrich
And press ENTER.
Step Two: Write out the first 3 websites that are on top of the first page of the search
results displayed by Google.
Here is the result I have. imheadquartersng.com is NUMBER 4 on Google for the search
term "how do i register with longrich". Please compare it with yours. See the image
below.

NUMBER 4

Step Three: Do step one and two above for the following search terms (one after the
other):
how can i register with longrich
how to register with longrich
Here is the result I have. imheadquartersng.com is NUMBER 5 on Google for the search
term "how can i register with longrich" as well as “how to register with longrich”. Please
compare it with yours.
See the image below.
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NUMBER 5

Now, let me ask you this question:
What does a person have in mind when he visits Google and type in the search bar?
how can i register with longrich
Believe me. He or she is not looking for information on how to register with Longrich for
research or academic exercise.
Those are money-making keywords and 99.9% of the time, anyone who types those
keywords on Google wants to take action and register with Longrich. And when they
click on my website link on the results page, they join my team without any stress.
That is the meaning of "getting team members on AUTOPILOT".
For your information, I created that post on my website on October 17, 2019.
Now that the post is NUMBER 4 on Google, it will get exposure to over 50000 people
EVERY DAY.
And that number will continue to grow exponentially with each passing year until my
post finally rests on the much-coveted NUMBER ONE position on Google.
Now let's say only 1000 out of that number visit my website daily.
And only 10 people join my team daily. That is 300 people in a month.
300!
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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You can see that I am dead serious when I said I want to populate your team with 5000
members.
But take note that I am doing this for only 100 carefully-selected people on my
subscribers‟ list and I want YOU to be one of them.
Mind you, 18 spots are already taken. (UPDATE: Numbers 19 and 20 have been taken).
That leaves 80 to go.
See the image of my Longrich back office below.

That’s Me at
the TOP

1. JIBREEL ZEKERI OJOCHIDE
6. HASSANA JIBREEL
18. NWABUWE MARTINS ODILI
5. NURUDEEN JIBREEL
4. ONUH LEVI IDOWOJO
13. ORIKI JOY
15. AFITOWOU JIM WEALTH
2. E. LAZARUS OROZINO
14. OROZINO FAVOUR
16. ADA GRACE ENEBELI
17. DAVID OBOVWEMU
3. ITOJE OGHENEKOME
11. OGHENEKOME TIMOTHY
7. OFOMINYOR STEPHEN ONOME
9. EDEGBO ANTHONY
8. NWOSAH GLADYS EBELE
10. ANIGHORO O. NELSON
12. FRANK O. COUPLE

So, how would you like to take up the NUMBER 21 slot in my team?
Let me spell it out for you what it means for you to become number 19 in my fastgrowing team of Global Achievers.
If YOU become NUMBER 19, YOU will get ONE out of every 21 new members that
join my team.
Remember that it is FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE.
Therefore, you will get
1/21 X 300 = 14
Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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But if you decide to wait till you become NUMBER 50, you will get
1/50 X 300 = 6
Now let me ask you again:
Which looks better among the two numbers?
14 OR 6
14, of course!
That is why you need to GET IN NOW.
Beep me up and CLAIM the JUICY NUMBER 21 spot right away.
DO NOT WAIT to become NUMBER 50. You will not forgive yourself if you
procrastinate. Believe me!
So, click HERE to hit me up right away!
2. Network Marketing Prospecting Tools
As a member of my Global Achievers Team, you will also get 3 wonderful network
marketing materials FOR FREE – that is, a customized version of this guide with your
Whatsapp phone number crested in it, plus my Whatsapp Sales Explosion pdf guide
together with the Whatsapp Marketing Scripts too so that you can use it to explode your
marketing and promotional efforts with ease. Check them out below.

3. Mentorship and Training
I will also provide you with mentorship and training and also do the exact same thing I
will do for you for every other person in your team; in essence, DUPLICATION.
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In other words, I am giving you the EXACT Secret
Network Marketing Blueprint which I use to
Generate Downlines in My Team on Autopilot
together with All The Tools plus Mentorship and
Training for YOU and YOUR TEAM to Enable You
Succeed with Network Marketing FAST!
99.8% of ALL THE TEDIOUS WORK Done For You!
What You Will Get from My Mentorship
Becoming a successful network marketer does not just happen overnight. Many
things are involved - like, a box-full of strategies.
If I decide to teach it to you in person in a one-on-one training, it would take
about 12 straight hours to exhaust them and we might still not be completely
done. And it could fill a 217 page book if I decide to write about it…
Plus, I could charge 150,000 naira and you would be extremely happy you paid
that amount after I expose you to them, step by step.
So, here is what I have decided to do for you in my personal mentorship
program on Whatsapp chat messages and phone calls.
1. As YOUR MENTOR, I will TEACH you ONE sneak-in powerful method which
you can use to get droves of buyers and desperate people who will beg you to
collect their money for your Longrich products and get them SOLD OUT every
single time with JUST your Facebook account and Whatsapp mobile application.
In it I will show you how to generate mad-ass traffic from Facebook that would
make you as much as 200,000 naira in pure profits in the next 27 days –
guaranteed.
I used this method recently and the inbox of my Facebook Messenger was
flooded with so many enquiries that I found difficult to keep up with. See
images below.
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2. As YOUR MENTOR, I would also show you an exact step by step blueprint I
use myself to craft money magnetizing banging adverts that made one of my
students over 600,000 naira last month.

And that's not all; I would also throw in my special don't-even-go-there plug
and play Facebook posts that would turn your readers into raving fans in the
next 7 days.
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Normally, if you are to attend separate seminars to learn these 3 underground
inner circle secrets – Facebook crafting adverts, automated sales funnel setup
and plug and play attraction marketing - it would cost you about 20,000 naira
each. That would be 60,000 naira for the three.
For a fleeting moment, I thought of breaking this video into three and selling
them separately. But guess what, I won't be doing that - I’ve decided to
package all this and give it to you as additional bonus for free as one of the
chosen 37 members of my team.
So instead of paying 60,000 for these 3 videos, ALL you need to do to get your
hands on this package and super-charged video is to ORDER YOUR COPY FROM
THE 37 CANDY SEMS PACKAGE without delay.
3. As YOUR MENTOR, I will also give you another audio recording by one of my
network marketing MENTORS too. This audio recording contains some powerful
secret recruiting and marketing strategies on how to schedule a meeting and an
appointment with wealthy and highly influential business people anywhere in
the world.
Let me narrate a short story here to show you just how powerful these secret
strategies really are.
A young girl of about 23 years old by name Tinuke joined Longrich recently and
after exposing her to this strategy, she implemented it and was able to
schedule a meeting with a big money bag in Nigeria who agreed to look into the
Longrich business proposition.
She got her Star Director Top Business Leader involved and they met with the
money bag on the agreed date. To cut the long story short, they both landed
the deal of over 200 million naira instantly using this strategy without much
ado.
The money bag initially brought in N8.5m as a Senior Stockist and later brought
in an additional N200m for Country Franchise of Longrich International. The
young girl who landed the deal is now earning over N10m EVERY THURSDAY
with Longrich simply by using this secret strategy alone.
Cool, right?
Before I continue further, do you know anyone who has the financial power and
would be interested in investing between N750k and N200m in this billiondollar manufacturing business?
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Introduce such persons to me and I will set up an appointment with my Top
Business Leader without delay.
Just like Tinuke, you stand a chance of reaping 8% to 12% commission on the
transaction if it is successful.
But that is not all…
You will also get my box-full of free super exclusive bonuses worth over
300,000 naira FOR FREE too (see details of this below). My little way of saying
“thanks for making the smart move of taking your financial destiny in your own
hands and paving the way to achieve your dream of financial freedom in 2020
and beyond".

What Some of My Students Are Saying
Here is what some of my students have to say about my mentoring and coaching sessions
below. The first one is from Andy Macizo.
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The next one is from Olivine Sam Mide.

Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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See more testimonials below.
“This really differentiates the MEN from the boys. Kome Itoje is really an honest
person. People have fallen victims of the so called online gurus
who promise overnight riches in blogging for money. A friend
of mine was victimized and I'm not an exception. He
completely failed in blogging when the results were not
coming in a short period of time. Now he has given up, despite
all the money he paid for the blogging seminars. I can
confidently say that my friend and all aspiring blogger can
now heave a huge sigh of relief at the release of this wonderful
program by Komebiz International.” – Joseph Okafor, Aba
You know I have been ur follower in online Biz over the years.
There are questions that people couldn’t answer me right. I know
you are a creative person endowed wt the simplicity prowess. You're
a great network marketing guru with years of cognate experience.
For u to market Longrich, there must be something. – Zak Jibreel

Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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And yet another testimonial from our Longrich Eagles Whatsapp group.

The next one is from another chap by name Okorie Eusebius Tobechukwu.

Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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TODAY ONLY!!! My Early Bird BOX-FULL of All-in-ONE
Combo Incentives Worth Over 300,000 Naira!!!!
(For the FIRST 10 Persons ONLY)

FAB #1: Ready-Made Links to Over 30 Facebook Groups with Large
Membership for Free Advert & Promotion [Value 5,000 Naira]

30
FAB #2 (Video): Make Money With ClickBank On Autopilot for Free! by
Jon Mcneil [Value 15,000 Naira]

Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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FAB #3 (Video): How To Start Making Money On Ebay In 5 Minutes by
Dave Kosclusko [Value 10,000 Naira]

FAB #4 (Video): How I Became The Millionaire Next Door [Value 5,000
Naira]

Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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FAB #5 (Video): How To Turn N100k Into N1.5m In A Month With Mini
Importation by Pat Ogidi [Value 5,000 Naira]

FAB #6 (Video): How To Create A Jumia Store [Value 5,000 Naira]

VIDEO: HOW TO CREATE A JUMIA STORE

Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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FAB #7 (3 Videos): The 72-Hour Income Generator [Value 5,000 Naira]

FAB #8: How To Make Stunning Graphics With Canva (Mobile App
Tutorial) [Value 5,000 Naira]

VIDEO: HOW TO USE CANVA.com

Click HERE to JOIN MY TEAM and CLAIM YOUR N300k BONUSES Right Away
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FAB #9: 24/7 Round-the-Clock Professional Advice and Support via eMails, Phone Calls and SMS for a period of 30 days [Value 250,000 Naira]
By being among the first 10 persons to JOIN
MY LONGRICH TEAM within the next 24
Hours, you will receive my COMPLETE
attention for a period of 30 whole days,
during which period I will teach you step by
step everything you need to know about
setting up a hugely prosperous and
successful online business to earn 6 to 7
figures on the internet every month.

CLICK HERE TO JOIN MY TEAM AND CLAIM
YOUR N300K BONUSES RIGHT AWAY
You will also get THIS AWESOME GUIDE with
YOUR Whatsapp Phone Number inscribed in it
for easy prospecting of members too!
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